STEALTH P-7

INTRODUCING THE
STEALTH P-7
The Stealth P-7 is designed to turn your daily commute into an
unforgettable adventure. That dead travel time getting to work
can now be part of your daily fitness routine and give you more
time to do the things you enjoy.
Forget about sitting on the train, tram, bus or even at red lights.
From hills to highways, the P-7 is the new magic carpet.
Weekend warriors won’t miss out either with the P-7’s dual
suspension frame also capable of mixing it on the trails.
Built from the same pedigree as the proven Stealth B-52, F-37
and H-52, the P-7 is designed and manufactured in our Australian
facility in Melbourne. Our mission is to make the most versatile
yet durable ebike on the market which is safe, compliant and still
a head turner.

WHERE CAN YOU RIDE IT?
The P-7 will be legal in over 30 countries across the globe meaning
that it can go anywhere that a regular bicycle can go (unless
otherwise specified). While the P-7 is capable on cross country
trails, the core of its design is aimed at the commuter. Ride it like
a demon and wave to the authorities as you pass them by. You’re
100% street legal so you’re not breaking any laws.

TYRES AND BRAKES
Straight from the factory the P-7 comes standard with
super sticky 27.5” x 2.4” Schwalbe Super Moto-X tyres
and 4 piston Magura MT5 brakes clamping down on
huge 203mm rotors. This is the same braking system
used on the bigger and heavier Stealth B-52.
With just one finger on the brake levers riders can lay it
down low through corners and stop on a dime, making
the P-7’s street handling nothing short of phenomenal.
This really is the fastest and most fun way for speed
demons to legally get to work.

GEARS AND SUSPENSION
The brushless DC hub motor has the ability to freewheel
and by using the 7 speed gear train it can easily be
pedaled without using any battery power.
Derived from the popular Stealth F-37, the adjustable
front and rear suspension have a wide range of settings
including travel adjustment so that they can be finely
tuned to suit your individual riding style or terrain.

DURABILITY
Starting from a blank sheet, the P-7’s design minimises
the number of moving parts and maximises reliability.
Using Stealth’s signature CroMo monocoque chassis
design, Stealth naturally backs up its reputation with a
3 year frame and swingarm warranty, with 12 months
warranty for all other components.

RANGE
For those who like to spend time in the saddle, the P-7’s
standard battery will get up to 100km of range, making
sure you get to where you’re going and back again.

LIGHT WEIGHT
Weighing in at just 29kg, this ebike is by far the lightest
Stealth ever built making it easy for just about any rider to
lift and maneuver, whatever the situation. Transporting
the P-7 to your favourite riding areas is also made easy
as it’s light enough to load onto a regular bike rack.
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SPECIFICATIONS
Top Speed

25km/h
28 mph (speed pedelec - USA only)
45km/h (off-road use only)

Range

Up to 100 km / Up to 150 km (upgrade)
Up to 60 miles / Up to 90 miles (upgrade)

Power

250 Watts
750 Watts (speed pedelec - USA only)
1000 Watts (off-road use only)

Electrical

Motor Type: Brushless DC
Battery Type: Li-Ion
Battery Capacity: 950 Wh / 1500 Wh (upgrade)
Recharge Time: 3 hours
Charge Standard: 240V / 110V

Transmission

9 speed derailleur

Suspension

Front: 180mm
Rear: 120mm

Brakes

Front & Rear: 203mm 4 piston hydraulic

Weight
Economy
Colours

29kg
64lbs
Cost: Less than $0.01/km
Zero Emissions

CALL : +61 3 9574 0257
EMAIL : sales@stealthelectricbikes.com
VISIT : stealthelectricbikes.com

